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Foreword
Isabel van Bemmelen,
Managing Director of Progreso Foundation and Beyco

2021 was the year in which we started to harvest the fruits of our many years of
hard work. First, I want to say a big thanks to everyone who has, in some way,
supported the work of Progreso and Beyco. Together, we have pulled through yet
another challenging year, and we could not have achieved all that we have
without you.

Though 2021 was a year that was still largely overshadowed
by the global COVID-19 pandemic, for us at Progreso, we
were pleased to be able to continue the developments on our
Beyco platform and app, increase our fund and further
implement our strategy. We expanded the number of projects
and our loan portfolios in Latin America, Asia and Africa;
and the number of active users of our coffee trading platform
Beyco (Beyond Coffee) has increased significantly.

The number of new producer organizations that started
working with us in 2021 proves that our approach is not only
unique, but also that it is needed and that it works!
Combining access to finance and markets through Beyco,
together with added transparency and traceability and in
combination with Progreso support and training on quality,
markets, financial literacy and small loans for producer
organizations has given us international recognition in the
coffee and impact lenders market. We are looking forward to
seeing what the future will bring!

Our work towards creating long-lasting relationships

throughout the coffee and cocoa value chain over the past

23 years has led to a solid network of trusted parties

willing to support each other.

Furthermore, thanks to the Progreso team’s guidance in

price risk management and contract assistance, many

producer organizations did well last year.

On top of that, after more than a year without visiting

our partners, by the end of 2021, I was lucky to be able to

travel to Colombia again. Here I could see with my own

eyes that even during these years of hardship, all activities

have continued their courses.
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Bringing Beyco and Progreso together
As mentioned before, the seeds that were initially

planted are starting to grow into strong projects and

relationships. In 2021, huge steps were taken in

combining our three core activities: Technical

assistance, the Progreso Fund and the Beyco platform.

When I joined Progreso four years ago as their

Managing Director, I came with the personal ambition

to create a system that would support farmers in access

to markets and finance, provide them with relevant

services and strategic alliances and that would bring a

guarantee that all sectors within the coffee value chain

were connected. The tool that would allow this to

happen, Beyco or ‘Beyond Coffee’, was born.

Beyco is based on the belief that, without adding value

for the producer organizations, giving farmers a better

price, a better market, or access to finance, traceability

is ‘just tracking back’. Through loan management and

assistance, farmers or small producer organizations

should be trusted to receive loans and supported to

manage them well. This will give them a better position

in the international coffee market and create a more

sustainable and resilient coffee value chain. Only this

will ultimately lead to real empowerment.

Digitalization is key to properly harvest the
coffee market
In 2021 we launched the trader profile on Beyco, have

worked to be ready for the launch of the Financier

Profile in 2022 and we expanded the use of the Farmer

App. In the development and implementation of these

digital tools, for us it is important to make sure that

farmers and their organizations are active participants

who can equally benefit from the added value that

digitalization and traceability bring to the coffee value

chain. In the next pages, we will explain more about

these profiles and platforms.

2021: Great for coffee producers, hard
for organizations
With the rising NYC (the international world market

price) and local market prices it has been a difficult year

for producer organizations. Likewise, due to the

international problem of container shortages, logistics

and export costs rose and the repayment period for export

contracts increased from 30 to 60 days. These conditions

caused several coffee organizations to have negative

results, or even go bankrupt. Our beneficiary

organizations, however, were an exception and were even

able to obtain profits despite this complicated year. We

monitored them well and are happy we could be of

support to them on their risk management strategy.

In 2022 we will continue these steps forward
together with our partners
We are very hopeful that in 2022 our partners will

continue to grow the professional businesses they are in

the coffee and cocoa value chain! We are looking forward

to expanding our reach in Latin America, Asia, and

Africa as we are already planning on onboarding

hundreds of new farmers and coffee deliveries with our

partners worldwide. Furthermore, we will continue to

offer our unique positioning as a supporting player

connecting and bringing value to all crucial parties:

farmers, buyers and investors in the cocoa and coffee

value chain. And finally, we hope to be able to continue

sharing our successes and lessons learned with you.

Looking forward to meeting in person again
in 2022! ~ Isabel
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Meet the
Supervisory Board

Minke van Rees

Director Nature &

Education Turing

Foundation and Chair of

Progreso Supervisory Board

Karel Valken

Global Head Trade &

Commodity Finance Agri

at Rabobank

Could you please introduce yourself and tell us how
you got involved with Progreso
I have been connected with Progreso from the very first

idea in 2000 of the founding fathers Rodney Nikkels and

Jimmy Navarro to start a holistic support program for

small scale producer organizations. At that time I assisted

the program manager at the DOEN Foundation and

DOEN financially supported the program for two

decades after that. When I left DOEN in 2012, I kept my

board member seat, later Supervisory Board. So, I have

been involved from the beginning from different

perspectives which I all use for my current role.

Looking back at 2021, which achievements
are you proud of?
I think it is amazing how the team dealt with the Corona

restrictions and was able to grow and develop the program

further, nonetheless. Furthermore, Beyco was truly

innovative at the start in 2018, but kept its progressive

character and proved its added value for all partners in the

coffee chain. I am proud how the team has positioned the

program and kept the producer-centred approach.

After his studies and

military service, Karel

worked at MeesPierson

(part of ABN AMRO) as

Managing Director, and as CFO at Nidera, a grain

trading company. In 2016, he joined Rabobank as Global

Head Trade & Commodity Finance. Over the years, Karel

visited many countries of origin and learned first-hand

about need to improve the livelihoods of smallholder

farmers. As a Supervisory Board member of Progreso,

Karel’s added value is his network and his experience

knowledge of trade and commodity finance.

What would you wish for?
For Progreso I wish they become more independent

from subsidies/donor money. So hopefully the costs and

investment of their tools and services are shared among

all beneficiaries in the product chain. I understand it is

quite a task every year to make sure there are sufficient

means to realize the plans the team has and to meet the

needs of the producer organizations to develop. Because

unfortunately Progreso is still needed to strengthen the

position of producer organizations. In the end isn’t that

is the ultimate goal; that the product chain works

respectfully also for producer organizations and

Progreso is not needed anymore?
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Looking back at 2021, which achievements
of Progreso are you proud of?
The key strategic pillars of Progreso are Technical

Assistance (“TA”), the Beyco Platform and Progreso

Fund. The success factor of these pillars is the ability of

the Progreso team to offer this “integrated” to the various

participants in the value chain from smallholder

organization via the merchant to the roaster. The

different pillars are re-enforcing each other! Beyco made

significant progress in connectivity enhancing

transparency throughout the value chain which was made

possible by the great support of many funders! First

important steps are made with the Progreso Fund to

support smallholder organizations which is key to

improve living income. TA continues to be the backbone

of Progreso and forms the basis of success for both Beyco

as well as Progreso Fund. I am proud how the team is

executing their strategy focussed on the wellbeing of the

farmer but with an open eye for the needs of other

important stakeholders.

What are your dreams or future ambitions
for Progreso?
The 3 Pillars are unique in its kind and offers a

unprecedented starting point to support smallholder

farmers as an independent Fund. The ambition of

Progreso should be to expand and match success in the

African continent as living income for smallholders is

there far below the Americas and SEA. My future dream

is that Beyco becomes the platform of choice throughout

the coffee and cocoa industry which also should result in

a vastly increased Progreso Fund including meaningful

partnerships to catalyse impact. In view of climate change

I believe that Progreso can play an increased role in de-

carbonizing the coffee and cocoa value chain extending

the service model of TA including advice on de-

carbonization. Bring the farmer to Paris by 2050!

Could you please introduce yourself and tell us how
you got involved with Progreso?
I’m very passionate about fighting against inequality and

the unequal distribution of wealth in the world.

Therefore, I have been actively involved with charities,

NGOs, political parties and activism for more than fifty

years. Because I don’t believe in theory without practice

in the field, I have been involved as a board member in

several NGOs with quite some different topics. From sex

workers rights to abortion rights, from the quality of

newspapers to a cultural centre.

Is there something else you would like to add?
Progreso has all the ingredients to be successful.

However, this all depends on the human capital and

supportive partners or funders. Optimizing the skill and

mindset of the team, attracting and nurturing talent are

key to meet tomorrow's challenges. Likewise establishing

longstanding relationships with partners and donors but

also with the various stakeholders in the value chain itself

are a must. The speed of change in the industry is

immense, the challenges to overcome increasing living

income and to de-carbonize are significant and only an

agile Progreso team can make this an success. I am

looking forward contributing to these ambitions!

Marjan Sax

Political scientist,

independent philanthropic

advisor and co-founder of

Mama Cash
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Could you please introduce yourself and tell us how
you got involved with Progreso?
After graduating in Agricultural Economics at the

Wageningen University, Huub started working at the

cooperative bank Rabobank in many different

management positions for over 30 years.

At a certain point, he became involved in projects of the

Rabo Foundation, especially in South America. Through

the Rabo Foundation, Huub got to know Progreso and

after a few years he joined their Supervisory Board. Since

2018, Huub has his own consultancy firm advising SMEs

on financing and sustainability. Next to this, he works as

an Energy Transition teacher in postgraduate education.

Looking back at 2021, which achievements of
Progreso are you proud of?
Huub values ‘continuity’ as highly important. Because

only through time do significant changes really happen.

That’s why he’s most proud of the Beyco platform. “This

is really the tool we needed to be more than a foundation,

and to do what we’re doing in a very modern way. If it all

develops well, then we’ll have a firm basis for the future”

says Huub. To realize what we promised, Progreso as a

foundation has firm goals. We want to achieve that goal.

As a Supervisory Board member my competence is in the

field of monitoring these goals in relation to the

achievements.

What would you wish for?
I really believe, after being involved with Progreso for

almost 20 years now, that we have a very promising

business- and people case. We really can make the

difference for the farmers, especially with the potential

of Beyco. Good timing, good networking and a steady

policy are key for that.

Finding the right people to further strengthen our team

is also very important. For us as Progreso Foundation a

strong perseverance will be necessary to realize our long

term goals in this quick changing world. In whatever

market developments, we must be there for the farmers.

We have, with our committed team and with our

instruments, all the potential to create a better life and

future for the small farmer and their organizations.

Looking back at 2021, which achievements of
Progreso are you proud of?
I’m proud to also be a Supervisory Board member for

Progreso. I think it’s a small and practical organization

that is very successful in supporting smallholder

farmers in coffee and cocoa. The program to support

farmers to form cooperatives is a good strategy, because

it supports farmers to get a better price for their

products and to become more professional in their

business. And the technical assistance of Progreso has

been very successful to develop technical knowledge for

the cooperatives and to get access to market and finance.

What would you wish for?
My expertise as a board member is mainly in the field

of policy and fundraising. I have seen Progreso grow

from a rather modest and relatively unknown

organization to an assertive player in the world of coffee

and agri-finance institutions. The platform Beyco is a

big step forward in facilitating the communication

between buyers and sellers. Beyco is only the beginning

of a development in which specialised technical

knowledge can improve the life of farmers, but a big

step forward in making this happen.

Huub Keulen

Directeur Greenholm

Consulting & Coaching
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"This blockchain-based platform not only facilitates
efficient trade and transparency but also provides
producer organizations with access to finance and
markets. It furthermore allows for connecting with
new clients as well as building up a track record,
which then helps in gaining credibility and becoming
more eligible for a loan. The combination of Beyco,
our Fund and our Technical Assistance program means
that on-time working capital is provided to producer
organizations for their coffee harvesting season, which
will make it easier for them to purchase the coffee
from their farmers during the harvest period and
export it on time for the requested quality.

Putting our strategy
into practice
Shaking things up by introducing digitalization in
the coffee market
Since the founding of Progreso, our ambition has always

been to support smallholder farm households to produce

quality coffee and cocoa, and to guide their organizations

in becoming successful, sustainable, and environmentally

friendly businesses in which they have true ownership of

their products. We are convinced that this goes hand in

hand with embracing innovation and digitalization: a

relatively new way of thinking in the coffee market!

Traders and roasters have been trading coffee in about the

same way for many years and we are aware that we need

to introduce this new way of doing business in a patient

way: by building trust and by sharing examples of how

these new (digital) technologies, systems and resources

can best be used for the benefit of the farmers, the

producer organizations and eventually the whole value

chain. Our star example is our coffee trading platform

built on blockchain technology: Beyco.

Beyco and Progreso together close the circle
Launched in 2018 as the first online coffee trading

platform created by a foundation, Beyco provides added

value for producer organizations and their members in

terms of negotiation power and access to finance but may

be used to provide traceability as well. With the initial

mission to offer improved market access to coffee

producers, nowadays, Beyco goes much further than that:

it connects all actors in the coffee value chain. Through

this, it offers the possibility to establish new relationships

between sellers, buyers, traders and financiers. As we

have been developing our approach and platform, we have

been asking and receiving feedback from the actual end-

users. This way, we were constantly forced to rethink our

initial idea leading to a better product and above all,

happier users. The advantage is that Beyco was created by

Progreso and thus is not a standalone agent, but part of a

larger system and long-term strategy.

Listen here to the podcast episode ´the work that
matters´ with Isabel van Bemmelen, created by

Ikigai Coffee, where she explains all about Beyco

and the work of positive progress behind the scenes

of the oftentimes troubled coffee industry.

Connecting trade finance to market for producer
organizations has always been my ambition with
Beyco since the start in 2017. The fact that it's finally
getting into place, is like a dream coming true”.

~ Progreso´s Managing Director,
Isabel van Bemmelen

https://open.spotify.com/episode/1mUvGlYvsSDsStsLJtCTSr


“In 2021, Beyco took off like a rocket. Our working
method got better and better, which meant we were
getting feedback from users while we were still
developing. We launched the new Trader profile. The
Trader profile allows people to both buy and sell coffee
online, display their sustainability efforts and the
coffee’s traceability from farmer to roaster. Another
highlight was working on the soon to be launched
Financier profile. It will allow producer organizations
to request loans from social lenders with their signed
coffee contract*.”

~ Steffie Rijpkema, Product Owner
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Why we use blockchain?
When we say that Beyco is a blockchain platform, we

mean that when a contract is signed on the platform, this

contract is safely stored on the blockchain and (if both

parties agree) can be shared with third parties for

traceability on Beyco’s external page. If the parties

involved would not agree, the contract with all its

information would be managed internally between the

buyer and seller, but service and finance parties can be

connected to this same contract and data can be shared.

Using this blockchain technology leads to higher:

• Efficiency: in managing trade finance, KYC process

and providing loans, but also understanding the

status and value of the coffee contract and being able

to share data when needed.

• Security: The data in the contracts is safely stored

and transactions recorded in Blockchain cannot be

changed without notifying the other parties

involved and receiving their consent and approval

for the change.

• Traceability: producer organizations have better

access to markets and finance thanks to the

transparency of the data. Furthermore, roasters and

end consumers will know more about where the

coffee is coming from and feel a closer connection

to the farmers.

Beyco continues to grow
In 2021, Beyco grew to 530 users. More and more

traders and roasters have joined our common goal and

registered their contracts: check on our public map on

www.beyco.nl to see which organizations are on Beyco!

For the last months we have seen increasing interest

from traders to be onboarded in the Trader profile,

which was launched in October last year.

Read more about Beyco on the webpage of Digital
Coffee Future. Here, Isabel van Bemmelen was

interviewed on Beyco in the run towards the

Traceability Summit 2021.

*The Financer profile has been launched in February 2022

“The launch of the Trader profile was a great moment
to celebrate. It makes the Beyco concept even more
relevant. The Trader profile was launched at the 2021
Paris Coffee Festival and soon after, we witnessed the
registration of the first trade flow with total
excitement, since it traces the purchase by a roaster or
retailer back to a trader and all the way back to the
producer organization. This is a truly independent
traceability tool where traceability data are validated
by producers first, so it's a big step.”

~ Daphne van Geffen, market development Beyco

In September of 2021 we published our new

animated Beyco video. Click on this link to watch

the 2-minute video and learn all about Beyco.

https://www.digitalcoffeefuture.com/magazineen/beyco-beyond-coffee-and-connections
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOgbJYiA_5o
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A win-win situation for buyers and producers
Trade finance loans for coffee cooperatives all have the

same objective: to facilitate the purchase and processing

of coffee beans for export. In the case of Beyco, this

happens through connecting the buyers (traders, value

chain service providers, roasters) and producer

organizations. For buyers in the value chain, it is

important to know that the producer organizations have

working capital available, as it will make it more likely

that they will receive the coffee they have ordered on time

and with the quality they have requested.

For producer organizations,

generating this track record

through Beyco is essential

to be able to grow in export

volume and to attract more

international buyers and

working capital in the

future. With the use of

Beyco, they can reach out

directly to international

buyers and start negotiating

their coffee contracts to

receive better prices for

their products. Beyco also

offers a system to track

offers, negotiations and

contracts digitally so that the information is stored secure

and managed efficiently.

Connecting the Beyco farmer app to the
Beyco platform
The Beyco farmer app, which was developed in 2020, is

a digital internal management system for producer

organizations. Through the app, farmer households,

farms, plots and coffee deliveries can be recorded directly

while in the field and farmers have access to their own

data, including prepayments, working capital and input

finance. This way they also create a commercial and

financial track record with their organization.

The app connects to a dashboard where the producer

organization can access and manage this data and can

then share relevant information with buyers and

financiers about the individual farmers, the price that has

been paid for their coffee and the internal loans they may

have received. For example, using the app, producer

organizations can record input finance loans to individual

farmers for on-farm investment needed to increase

productivity and quality. From the side of bankers and

impact lenders this information is essential as they want

to mitigate their risks as much as possible. The

information about the farmers and their investments,

deliveries and repayments as recorded by the Beyco

farmer app will provide the information for exactly that.
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Training is essential
Providing digital technologies without the proper

training and capacity building is like providing coffee

without a mug. It is therefore essential that we pursue a

holistic way of working in which Progreso team and

partners capacitate producer organizations to be more

efficient in their operational and financial processes, and

thus prepare them to access larger loans with

international banks and impact lenders in the future.

Furthermore, after testing our farmer app and dashboard

with different producer organizations in Peru,

Colombia, Uganda, Ethiopia and Rwanda, we also are

training and supporting them for good implementation

of the app while we keep on improving the tools.

We also provide price risk management training and

guidance during the harvest to all our partner

organizations. For example, during the coffee harvest

season, we maintain in touch regularly with each group

and hold monthly sessions to evaluate the situation of

the coffee collection, the approval of pre-shipment

samples, the shipments and the reception of the coffee in

the port of destination.

We train our partners in understanding at which local

price to purchase, how to sell on the international

markets and how to deal with the volatility of the NYC-

price. By having information at each stage of the process

we can give constant advice to the organizations and

follow up immediately if problems occur.

Read more about our partnership with Rabobank

Foundation and our common view on digitalization

in this blog.

https://beyco-nl.medium.com/beyco-and-rabo-foundation-a-conversation-about-partnerships-and-digitalization-df873b3ff88b
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Our plans for the nearby
future in order to scale up and
havemore impact
With our current tools and systems in place and

implemented, we cannot help but think one (or

multiple) steps ahead and dream of scaling up and

reaching more actors in the coffee and cocoa value

chains. We are planning on onboarding as many traders

and roasters on Beyco as possible. In order to do this, we

will visit (digital) events and have onboarding calls

with traders that are interested in traceability and

recording sustainability efforts including CO
2
, create

new partnerships and expand our digital platforms and

profiles, such as the Financier profile and expand our

credit line for trade finance.

Expanding the Financier Profile
In 2021 we worked hard towards completing the

Financier Profile at the Beyco platform and as of

writing this Annual Report, in 2022, we are proud to

announce that the Profile was launched in February of

this year.

This profile allows impact lenders to onboard onto the

platform and facilitate access to their credit lines that are

based on export contracts signed on Beyco. This way,

trade finance and monitoring export contracts will be

more accessible for small producer organizations meaning

they are more likely to have their credit lines, both from

us as well as from other social lenders, ready on time for

the harvest. We started with our closest partners, Rabo

Foundation and Oikocredit, to have their credit lines

connected to the Financier Profile.

We will further expand this Financier profile on Beyco

throughout the year and onboard other impact lenders as

well for efficient monitoring and credit facilitation.

Meanwhile we continue with the development of the

platform and will include feedback from the first

Financiers that are using the profile. This way we can

gradually scale up, while taking the time needed to

successfully onboard and train all parties involved.
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Ourwork
in LatinAmerica
Yasmin Cordova,
Program Manager Latin America

Yasmin Cordova has been supporting producer organizations in Latin America for
the past 6 years. Her insightful understanding of the complexities involved in the
coffee trade linked to her knowledge of processes in the field, has proven effective.
Thanks to this, Progreso’s presence in Latin America is expanding in Peru,
Colombia and Nicaragua. This growth will allow Yasmin to further focus on
strategizing while ensuring healthy and consistent growth in technical assistance,
finance, processing and trade. Yasmin has also been deeply involved in the testing
and implementation of the Beyco Farmer App in the field and onboarding
producer organizations on the Beyco platform.

Digital literacy
Progreso believes that digitalization is a process that can

contribute to prosperity in all aspects for the producers.

As necessary as it is, the many challenges that come hand

in hand with the implementation of digital tools in the

field can become overwhelming. For this reason,

Yasmin’s main priority was supporting producer

organizations take their first steps in digitalization. She

focused on training producer organizations on how to

create a coffee offer, manage effective negotiations and

access a credit line through Beyco. She was actively

involved in the Beyco Farmer App pilot, and trained

farmers and field staff to upload farm information and

coffee deliveries.

As a result, a nice step forward was the trust producers are

putting into the Beyco Farmer App. The piloting of this

unprecedented tool was executed by several large producer

organizations such as Global Cafés in Colombia and five

cooperatives in Peru.

The results will further enrich the development of the

Beyco Farmer App that aims to be applied worldwide.

Around 25 producer organizations have now started to use

the app and have registered information about their

members, coffee production and coffee deliveries.

Today, the systematization of producers’ information is

most advanced in Latin America. This means that the

coffee of several producer organizations has become

traceable, which can ensure them access to better markets.

Yasmin, together with the Beyco development team, pushed

this adaptation forward and made digital tools accessible to

more producer organizations in Latin America.
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Progreso loans
The Progreso Foundation provides small loans with the

purpose of covering the working capital (liquidity)

demand of small producer organizations that are still

growing and do not meet the requirements of

international financiers or impact lenders to access a line

of credit yet. Through Progreso's financial literacy

support, we work towards the approval of credit lines

from Rabo Foundation and other financiers, so the

producer organizations can gain experience and grow in

ticket sizes. Progreso provides constant advice and

training before, but also during the harvest period to its

beneficiary groups on topics such as: price risk

management, market trends, contract verification,

purchase price control and cash flow analysis. This helps

the organization to gain knowledge and experience in

managing credit and risks efficiently, so that after one or

two years of being beneficiaries of Progreso Fund, they

are ready to apply for a larger credit line with other

(international) financiers.

In Latin America, we expanded the total amount of our

credit lines related to Beyco coffee contracts since 2018.

Through these loans, organizations can ensure the

purchase of coffee from their members and pay them

when they deliver the coffee and the organization can

fulfill coffee export contracts with its clients on time.

From donations to micro loans
The shift that we have made with Progreso Foundation

since 2018 (with the implementation of our new strategy)

shifting more from donations to micro loans gives great

benefits to small producer organizations for several

reasons. First, because local financial institutions often

have complicated requirements to apply for a loan and

charge high interest rates. Second, because through the

implementation of a micro-financing program, small

organizations can become truly empowered and learn

how to administrate their internal credit lines and at the

same time they can provide services to their members;

lending microcredits to their members for different

purposes: inputs, post-harvest material, tools/equipment,

etc. Progreso supports producer organizations on how to

establish credit policies, cashflow projections, monitoring

and control of the loan and repayment with the coffee

harvest. For these last two activities the Farmer app is a

fundamental tool to record the coffee deliveries of the

members to the organization. This way they can create a

positive track record that can later help them to ensure

bigger loans through their organization.

“What makes Progreso unique is how it links
sustainability with profit. This is unique and hard
to find.”

~ Yasmin Cordova, ProgramManager Latin America

“As a result in Latin America, Progreso’s beneficiary
understand the importance of becoming a sustainable
business, which means not only sustainable and
traceable, but also profitable.”

~ Yasmin Cordova, Program Manager Latin America

“Providing loans drives producer organizations to
understand their investments better, acquire
experience about credit management, and with that
knowledge grow and become more empowered.”

~ Yasmin Cordova, Program Manager Latin America
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Projects
The technical assistance projects developed by Progreso

and implemented in Latin America, helped organizations

to strengthen their production in the field. Fertilization,

crop renewal, rehabilitation and installation of

demonstration plots were implemented. Quality was

improved through the installation of new varieties,

experimentation with post-harvest processes and

implementation of specialty coffee programs in field

schools. By increasing quality and assisting the producers

in becoming organic and/or Fairtrade-certified, access to

a better market was made easier.

Finishing in 2021, Progreso worked on a bigger program

in the north of Colombia to support coffee producers

gaining additional income with cocoa production. This

program was implemented very succesfully and received

great results despite the pandemic. In partnership with

IDH (2019-2021) and Rabo Foundation (2021-2022),

cacao harvests are being revived in Sierra Nevada de

Santa Marta and Serranía de Perijá (ValleDupar), where

the population used to plant and harvest cacao before

they were forced to abandon the region in the wake of the

conflicts of the 1990s. Thanks to these projects, training

and workshops on organic agriculture, nursery

implementation, grafting, pest and disease management,

harvest, post-harvest management and quality control are

again taking place.

In 2021 three out of the coffee cooperatives in this

program ended up in the final and semi-final of the

Colombia ‘best cocoa quality’ competition. The first year

all cocoa was exported to the Netherlands on a sailing

boat, completely CO
2
neutral. Since the start of this

project the cocoa has been fully traceable up to the end

buyer. Progreso made sure that market and finance was

established so the investments could be done in a

sustainable way and for the long-term.

Future plans
The Progreso Fund works with affordable rates for

producer organizations which are competitive for the

sector and allow producer organizations to make

investments on an affordable scale. Because of this,

individual farmers can access financial services with

interesting interest rates through their organizations,

which support them to improve their farm investments:

apply fertilizers which will allow to have better

production or invest in a new pulper or drying trays that

will improve the quality of coffee. These improvements

will be reflected in the sales price, these are the positive

results of creating these micro-loans programs and with a

mechanism of revolving fund this can be expanded each

year to benefit more members in the organizations.

We have been establishing these mechanisms and support

for different producer organizations in our Latin America

project portfolio for the last years and see great impact of

these funds for both the farmers and their organizations.

In 2022 we are expanding these efforts to reach more

individual farmers through their organizations making

loans available for internal or rotating funds and for on-

farm investments. In 2022 the Latin America portfolio

has expanded and more projects in Peru, Colombia and

Nicaragua take place, taking all Progreso's components of

technical assistance, financial literacy, loans (for internal

funds and trade finance) and Beyco platform and app into

account. Read more about this in the strategy and future

plans section of this year report!

“The work begins in the field but is strengthened
throughout the chain.”

~ Yasmin Cordova, Program Manager Latin America

“At Progreso, we know and understand the main
needs of organizations, seen from a social, productive,
economic and financial perspective. That is our
expertise, our know-how, which sets us apart from the
rest and empowers us at the same time to offer the
best to our partners.”

~ Yasmin Cordova, Program Manager Latin America
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Ourwork
inAsia
Rianne van der Bom,
Program Manager Asia and ProClimate

During the past year, Progreso’s expansion in Asia has opened up new opportunities
for coffee and cacao cooperatives. Rianne van der Bom, Progreso Program Manager
Asia and ProClimate, found ways in which to continue supporting new and existing
partners despite the pandemic and long distances. While for the past years
Progreso's main focus has been Latin America and Africa, the number of projects
in the east is growing vastly thanks to our new team member Kiki Purbosari who
is now supporting Progreso’s work on the ground in Indonesia. In Myanmar, our
partner showed perseverance and managed to export their coffee despite of the
socio-political situation and COVID-19.

While all programs developed in Asia are quite similar to

those in Latin America, they need to be adapted to meet

the local necessities and possibilities. In 2021, Rianne's

efforts were mostly focused on getting the partners the

finance they needed to support their projects, whilst

assisting new producer organizations in the often-

complicated process of writing financial applications.

By assisting on finance and loans, cooperatives are
further oriented on capital management and
investments. This can later be translated into
diversification and increased productivity, and
investments in agroforestry systems for their
farmer members.

Based on the export contracts with the Dutch trader

This Side Up (TSU), Asnikom cooperative and
Ontosoroh, a small local trader, received trade

finance for the second year in a row. Progreso, This

Side Up, Asnikom and Ontosoroh also collaborated

on an agroforestry project together with Rikolto and

MVO Nederland (MVO). To develop this project,

financial support was given from TSU, MVO,

Progreso and the Circular Coffee Fund. Avocado,

durian (a local fruit tree) and (black) pepper were

planted in the coffee fields to create an agroforestry

system under supervision of agroforestry expert

Tirion Keatinge.

Kiki Purbosari,
Project Manager Indonesia

Rianne's effort in financial training is directed
toward supporting the cooperatives in becoming
truly empowered.
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Training manuals such as Agroforestry Foundations,

Carbon Foundations and Technical sheets for durian,

avocado and (black) pepper, were created. The main

objective of these documents is to create a testimony of

the local trees, the local theory and perspective,

combined with the scientific references that can support

the design of an agroforestry system and develop it to its

fullest potential. These manuals can become a reference

for future agroforestry practices and will become an

open source to teach the theory behind creating

agroforestry systems.

Rianne’s mission in Indonesia was also to further roll out

working capital loans in local currency, specifically to

those cooperatives that are not exporting yet and have

limited access to finance. By providing micro-loans to

smaller cooperatives, they can work towards a positive

financial track record and grow into larger loans in the

future. The elaboration of the project was done in

cooperation with Rabo Foundation at the end of 2021 and

involves seven cooperatives on Sumatera, Sulawesi, Java

and Flores islands. Next to the loans, technical assistance

for access to finance, financial literacy and trainings of

the Beyco tools was planned. The execution of this

project started in January of 2022.

“We thought it was much more interesting to develop
tools the farmers and field staff could learn from and
implement themselves. So, to take their local
knowledge, combine it with the theory of
agroforestry, and then let them create their own
designs. That is how the idea for the foundations
documents was born.”

~ Rianne van der Bom, Program Manager Asia
and ProClimate



Myanmar
In Myanmar, our partner Shwe Taung Thu Coffee (STT)

had proven to be resilient amidst volatile political

conditions. STT comprises 19 villages, 350 direct

members and 3.500 indirect farmers. When Rianne first

visited STT in March 2020, they worked on future

projections and discussed the possibility of doing an

agroforestry carbon project and certification. However,

on top of the pandemic, there was a military coup in

February 2021 and the country was again closed to the

rest of the world.

The overthrow would only last one year according to

military statements, yet it doesn’t look like the country

will be open any time soon*. This hasn’t withheld STT

to export their farmers’ coffee, although less than

projected due to increased local prices and competition.

During the last year, we could only offer online support,

mainly for working capital financing requests before the

start of the harvest season. But in 2022, we will try to

start the agroforestry project, do a market study and work

on branding with our partner Vuna Origin Consulting,

so STT can prepare its market strategy now that better

times are on the horizon.

*As you are reading this report, the international airport in
Yangon has reopened for international flights and visas for
international travellers are again being issued. Myanmar
nationals can also travel abroad again, and we are very
happy to have met with Shwe Taung Thu's representatives at
World of Coffee in Milan at the end of June 2022.

Future plans
Rianne and Kiki will continue the steady and dedicated

support of coffee and cocoa producer organizations in

Indonesia. To improve the success of agroforestry

projects, the manuals will be translated into Indonesian

and Burmese. Progreso also has plans to translate the

Beyco Farmer App to Burmese and Indonesian, so field

staff and farmers in those countries can use it more

efficiently. The team will also actively search for new

partners in the Asia region and collaborate with local

and international non-profit organizations that also work

in the coffee and cocoa sector.

“It's great to have a local colleague in Indonesia who
speaks the language of the farmers and the cooperative
staff and who truly understands the circumstances
under which these farmers are trying to produce the
best quality coffee. We could never have expanded our
projects in Indonesia without Kiki!”

~ Rianne about Kiki
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Meet Kiki
Kiki Purbosari was Progreso’s newest colleague at the

end of 2021 and is based in Indonesia. Since September

2021, she has been assisting our partners and building

networks with stakeholders. Kiki manages the local

projects and follows up on working capital loans. Ever

since Kiki joined us, Progreso’s work has been able to

expand. Progreso now works with twelve partners in

Indonesia, offering technical assistance, improving

coffee and cocoa quality, general consultancy and

training in access to market and finance, next to trade

and working capital finance.

Kiki is experienced in managing coffee programs
and partnering with farmer organizations in Flores,
Sulawesi and Sumatra. She is dedicated to coffee
sector development with particular attention to
sustainable practices and is eager to work with
Progreso’s partners on this.
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Ourwork
inAfrica
Natan Yao Esse,
Project Manager Ivory Coast

Looking back, 2021 was a year where many different aspects of technical
assistance all came into place. Progreso worked together with 16 producer
organizations in Africa. Our local project managers were able to visit and
work directly with our cocoa and coffee partners, focusing especially on the
improvement of financial administration and quality management.

Ivory Coast
Since 2019, Natan Yao Esse has been actively working

with cocoa cooperatives in one of the world’s largest

cocoa-producing countries, the Ivory Coast. His main

objective is to help the producers secure a place in the

international markets and support new groups in the task

of writing financial support applications. Natan also

guides the cooperatives in improving their internal

management and quality of the cocoa beans. For him, the

overall goal is to expand the number of supported groups

in the region and help them reach a high quality that

allows them to expand to new markets.

Natan evaluates the cooperatives in the region to see if

they are eligible for support by Progreso. He analyses

the internal structure and organization, processing and

quality control. Once he detects the potential of the

groups, he very closely works with them to make them

eligible for support.

He understands how the social, political and economic

circumstances in the region affect the cooperatives and

organizations. “It’s not easy in Africa to get access to

loans, so it’s very joyful when it happens”, he

comments. He works in the creation of cocoa

marketing campaigns and business plans, whilst also

working on crop diversification.

“It’s difficult in my country for producers to get
opportunities to improve their lives. For me, it’s really
a pleasure to do this work with the support of my
colleagues in the Netherlands.”

~ Natan Yao Esse, Project Manager Ivory Coast

Janet Maate,
Project Manager Uganda
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He connects the cooperatives with potential customers,

assists in credit management such as micro-savings,

village savings and credit associations to ultimately help

producers to better administrate their finance and find

ways in which to better invest.

Projects
Progreso is currently working with five cooperatives. Of

these, three are currently being supported by Rabo

Foundation. Let’s take a look at them.

Caadi cooperative: Located in the east, this cooperative

has increased its working capital from 73 million to 100

million CFA francs. This support allows Caadi to carry

out the main cocoa campaign, which runs from October

to February. Thanks to the surpluses of the different

campaigns, the cooperative is now also building a nearby

school for the producers’ children. Besides cocoa, this

cooperative has also benefited from a peanut butter

processing unit.

Rasso cooperative: Five years ago, when Natan started

partnering with Rasso, their production and sales were

approximately 165 tons of cocoa. Today, they produce

around 12.000 tons. Rasso’s loan applications grew

accordingly from 35 million to 155 million CFA.

Agricoop: After one year of partnership, Agriocoop has

bought a collection vehicle, and has built a brick-and-

mortar store, which was previously a makeshift old

wooden store.

Progreso is now partnering with two new cooperatives in

the region: Boukabla, an exclusively women's

cooperative, also located in the east in the town of Niablé,

and Scom cooperative, located in Méagui in the south-

west, with whom we are essentially working on

improving accounting and hoping to submit a financing

request in July.

Coffee farming in Uganda
In western Uganda, Progreso's Project Manager Janet

Maate offers technical assistance, financial and market

advice to the five cooperatives: Mt. Rwenzori Union,
Isule Farmer’s Coop, Busongora, Bundibugyo and

Mt. Elgon. Thanks to this, the coffee produced by these

cooperatives can compete at an international level and

they apply for working capital to social lenders, such as

Rabo Foundation.

“Farmers accessing crop finance and the international
market was very hard until the intervention of
Progreso Foundation. Accessibility to better markets,
that is a success.”

~ Janet Maate, Project Manager Uganda
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This year was particularly inspiring to Janet since she

managed to help improve coffee quality significantly.

The cooperatives’ cupping scores increased from 77 and

79 to 83 and 85, with 80 being the minimum score for

specialty coffee. A major success for the farmers in the

region. Thanks to this and other elements, buyers are

trusting the organizations and asking for more volume.

Projects

New stations
One of the main improvements of this year was the

building of new decentralized washing stations. Thanks

to this, Isule and Busongora Cooperatives increased

their exports to Switzerland from 15 bags to 200 bags.

Cocoa organization
Bundibugyo successfully obtained Fairtrade

certification and will be able to fully benefit from this

important step in the near future. Janet is working very

closely with the coops on technical, financial and

administrative management.

Capacity
At the moment the five organizations Janet works with

have a production capacity of approximately 2.000 bags,

and she’s mostly focused on maintaining consistent

quality and strengthening the relationship with the

current buyers.

Progreso continues to offer technical assistance and

improvement of administration, quality control and

marketing. Thanks to this, the coffee and cocoa from

the cooperatives can compete at an international level

and the cooperatives can apply for working capital for

export from impact lenders such as Rabo Foundation.

Janet will continue supporting organizations work

towards quality consistency to benefit from speciality

markets, particularly Fairtrade and organic certified

premium markets, whilst sharing detailed

information on the process and monitoring the day-

to-day activities. “Accessibility to better markets, that

is a success” says Janet.

With the support of Jos Algra since beginning of

2022, we've elaborated a full Uganda country

proposal in order to scale up and have more impact at

more producer organizations in the country. Next

season this will be implemented in Uganda in

collaboration with our long-term partner Rabo

Foundation. Stay tuned for more updates!
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Progreso, together with Argote Coffee, This Side Up,

RVO and GIZ designed and executed the construction of

a training centre in Nariño, Colombia with the objective

of offering the community a space to produce its own

organic fertilizer and, hence, minimize the financial and

ecological effects industrialized fertilizers have on the

region and the farmers. In the near future, the centre

also aims to serve as a training facility in different areas.

The projects, besides serving as a gathering centre for

farmers, experts and producers to meet, share and gather,

also aims to increase awareness on the importance of

using what is at hand while serving as an indicator on

the impact the soil has. In this sense, farmers are

gradually discovering by themselves how the farming

costs are reduced.

Uniting the economic and the ecological aspects in one

single project has played a major role in convincing the

(yet often sceptical) farmers to participate in the project.

The objective is to slowly gather the data that will prove

future farmers and producers on using organic fertilizers.

So far, the local authorities (municipal authorities in

Génova as well as the neighbouring municipalities and

the region) are convinced of the positive impact of this

training centre on a socio-economic and ecological level:

not damaging the soil, saving costs on not purchasing

fertilizer, producing additives from the own region and

reducing the climate impact. In a region where every

financial investment counts, saving on fertilizer is a great

way to save money.

In this sense, the local authorities have designated this

training centre to also train farms of other crops besides

coffee, such as maize and citrus fruits, two industries

where many industrial additives are now used. Within

this region, this concerns 1260 producers in Génova and

more than 5000 producers in the surrounding

municipalities of San Pablo, La Unión and Belén. In

addition to the increased socio-economic impact, this also

gives good expectations for the solvency of the training

centre itself.

Growing coffee in Nariño,
together towards a complete
food forest system
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Startup Vinculum Using Satellites and AI for Farm

Planning and Financing

Daily Coffee News
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Beyco: Beyond Coffee and connections

Digital Coffee Future
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Cómo calcular el precio de venta de tu café

Perfect Daily Grind
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Met Beyco leer je de wereld om anders koffie

te verhandelen

DOEN 25/5

The work that matters podcast with Isabel

van Bemmelen

Ikigai Coffee Podcast

Articles

Blogs Podcasts

Progreso YouTube channel

The official Progreso YouTube channel.

Progreso Blog

The official Progreso Blog. Filled with news,

articles and informational pieces.

Official media outlets

https://dailycoffeenews.com/2021/05/04/startup-vinculum-using-satellites-and-ai-for-farm-planning-and-financing/
https://www.digitalcoffeefuture.com/magazineen/beyco-beyond-coffee-and-connections
https://perfectdailygrind.com/es/2021/10/06/como-calcular-el-precio-de-venta-de-tu-cafe/
https://www.doen.nl/nieuws/met-beyco-leer-je-de-wereld-om-anders-koffie-te-verhandelen
https://open.spotify.com/episode/1mUvGlYvsSDsStsLJtCTSr?si=674599637f4c418a&nd=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aElu0IvN3RA&feature=youtu.be
https://beyco-nl.medium.com
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